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PRECISION . OPERATIONAL .AMPLIFIERS 

The IM 108 series are precision operational amplifiers 
having.specifications about a factor of ten better than FET 

amplifiers over their _operating temperature range. In addition 

to low input currents, selected unmits - are avallable, having ex- 

tremely l1ow offset voltage (refer to ßM 108A series) making po- 
sible to eliminate offset voltage adjustments in most cases. 

Excellent performance is achieved by applying an advanced ; 

ion-implantated. super-beta process and providing on chip zener- ' 
zapping offset voltage trimming capabilities., The devices ope- 

Frate with supply voltages from +/-2 to +/-20V(+/-2 to +/-18V for 
BM 308) and have typ. 110 dB supply rejection to use unregulated 
supplies. Low supply current drain (typ. Z00uA) makes the fM 108 
attractive in battery operated/low power applications.Low offset 
zurrent and low bias current provide excellent performance in 
high: impedance circults such as 1ong period integrators, sample- 
and-holds ahd with piezoelectric and capacitive tranmsducers. 

Features 
- Operatihg temperature 1........... M 108 ..;. -55 ... +125 6C 

ßM 308 .44 O .21 +70 0CC 

— Input bias current .....0..04240.0..040 PM 108 ‚... max,. 2 nA 
AM 308 ... MaxX. S na 

- Input bias current over temperature fßiM 108 .\. max. 3 0n8 
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M 108 
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PRECISION OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

The M 108A series are precision operational amplifiers 
having specifications about a factor of ten better than FET 
amplifiers Over their operating temperature range. In addition 

to low input currents, these circuits have extremely low offset 

voltage, making possible to eliminate offset adjiustments in most 
5as@8.. Excellent performance is achieved by applying an advanced 

ion-impläntated super-beta process and providing on chip zener- 
zapping.offset voltage trimming capabilities. The devices ope- 
rate with supply voltages from +/-2 to +/-20V(+/-2 to +/-18V ftor. 
AM 308A) and have typ 110 dB supply reijection to use unregulated 
supplies, Low supply current drain (typ 300uA) makes the ßM 108A 
attractive in battery operated/low power applications.Low offset 

current and low bias current provide excellent performance in 
high .impedance circuits such as long period integrators, sample- 

and-holds and with piezoelectric and capacitive transducers. 

Features 

— Operating temperature ............ 3M 1080 ... -55 ... +125 0C 

AM 308A » O ... +70 oC 
— Input offset voltaQ® 0.00.0000000000550200000 MaX . 0.5 mV 
— Input offset voltage drift 004400200020 0n0008 MaX . S uV/aC 
- Input bias current over temperature ßM 108A 3 nA 
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M ı1O8SAN 
M Z08AN 
PRECISBION OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

The M 108AN series are precision operational amplifiers 
having specifications about a factor of ten better than FET 
amplifiers over their operating. temperature range. In addition 

to.10w input currents, these circuits have extremely low offset 
voltage, making possible to eliminate offset adjustments in most . 
cases, Excellent performance is achieved by applying an advanced £ 

ion-implantated super-beta process and providing on chip zener- ; 

zapping offset voltage trimming capabilities. The devices ope- 
rate with supply voltages from +/-2 to +/-20V(+/-2 to +/-18V for 
PM 308AN)and have typ 110 .dB supply rejection to use unregulated 

supplies.Low supply current drain (typ.300UA) makes the fßM 108AN 
attractive in battery operated/1ow power applications.Low offset 
current and low bias current provide excellent performance in 
high.impedance circuits such as long period integrators, sample- 
and-holds and with piezoelectric and capacitive transducers,. 

Features 

- Operating temperature ........... PM 108AN ... -55 ... +125 oC 
BM SO8AN ... O ... +70 aC 

- Input offset voltage ....0.000400.0404 s..........  MaX, 0.5 mV 
—- Input offset voltage drift oscssre4eerenennns MaAX 5 uV/aC 

- Input bias current over tempertaure IM 108AN . max. 3 nA 
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M 108n 
PM S08N 
PRECISION OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

The iM 108N series are precision operational amplifiers 
having specifications about a factor of ten hbetter than FET 

amplifiers over their operating temperature range. In addition 

£o low input currents, selected units are available, having ex- 
tremely low offset voltage (refer to iM 108AN series) making po- 
sible to eliminate offset voltage adiustment in most cases. 

Excellent performance is.achieved by applying an. advanced 
ion-implantated super-beta process and providing on chip zener- 
zapping offset voltage trimming capabilities. The devices ope- 
rate with supply voltages from +/-2 to +/-20V(+/-2 to +/-18V for 

BM 308N) and have typ 110 dB supply rejection to use unregulated 
supplies.Low supply current drain (typ.300uß) makes the iM 108AN 

attractive in battery operated/low power applications.Low offset 
current and low bias current provide excellent perfarmance in 
high impedance circuits such as long period integrators, sample- 

and-halds and with piezoelectric and .capacitive transducers. 

Features 
- Operating temperature ............ fM 108N ... -535.... +125 oC 

. ßM 3O8N .0. 20 ... +70 oC 
— Input bias current ........:020.0«0 iM 108N ... mMmax. 2 na 

. M ZO8N ... Mmax. 5 nA 

- Input bias current over temperature M 108N .. max, 3 nA 
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